
 

Panjabi  Year 7 Long Term Plan  

 

Week/ 

Lesson 

Term Topic Knowledge Skills 

Complex activity: 

Writing genre: 
1 Autumn 

T1 

Assessment for Learning  

 

 
 

 To determine level for each pupil, 

so that lessons are differentiated 

and work is suitable for all  

 To familiarise pupils with letters 

and vowels sheets 

 To familiarise pupils with vocab list 

and the expectations  

 To familiarise linguistic students 

with structure of extended writing, 

a small handbook of keynotes for 

the future class and homework 

use.  

Complex activity: 

A for L, Letter recognition, sound 

recognition, using words in sentences, 

or able to write a paragraph on my 

first day in the secondary school  

 

Differentiation:  

 Word level work 

 Sentence level work 

 Paragraph level work  

 

2 NL Pupils:  Level 1 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My Best Friend:  

Reading for 

understanding 

structure of writing 

and keywords to be 

used  
 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, Forming 

words: alien words and English words are 

allowed to consolidate sounds 

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking Picture activity: Describing 

others, include examples of present, past 

and future tense for the benefit of the 

linguistics:  asking questions    

 Listening: 5 sentences based around best 

friend  

 HAPS: Reading for understanding, key 

words to be used for describing others 

 

Complex activity: 

 

LAPS and MAPS:  Forming letters 

and vowels and blending words  

 Writing words: 10/15 blends  

 Using same words in simple 

sentences: Extension MAPS 

 Reading words   

 HAPS: Reading and analysing text  

ON MY BEST FRIEND  90 to 15 words  

 Extracting information and answering 

questions in structure using keywords  

 Familiarise with  topic related vocab 

to be used in writing next lesson  



 

3 NL Pupils:  Level 2 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My Best Friend: 

Building on 

extended writing, 

using present tense 

as a focus  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words  

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels correctly, 

Forming words: alien words and 

English words are allowed to 

consolidate sounds 

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking role play: Talking to a friend 

about first Panjabi lesson, reteach and 

focus on present tense  

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Writing: How to extend/ expand 

writing:  refer to the handbook given 

in the first lesson   

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends 

 Using same words in simple 

sentences: Extension MAPS 

 Reading words   

 HAPS: ESSAY ON MY BEST 

FRIEND: Use knowledge from the 

previous lesson to build on 

extended writing, word limit  40 

to 150 Present tense  

4 NL Pupils:  Level 3 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My Best Friend: 

Building on 

extended writing 

using past tense  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels correctly, 

Forming words: alien words and 

English words are allowed to 

consolidate sounds 

 Speaking: picture activity: My best 

friend in the Primary School , Past 

tense  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Listening:  Story telling: ielqI bWdr 

 HAPS: Consolidate the use of past 

tense correctly  

 

Complex activity: 

 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends Encourage words 

from memory as students are 

familiar with more letters and 

vowels  

 MAPS: Using same words in 

simple sentences: Extension   

 Reading words   

 HAPS: DESCRIBING OTHERS 

USING PAST TENSE Use 

knowledge from the previous 

lesson to build on extended 

writing, word limit  40 to 150 in 

past tense  

5 NL Pupils:  Level 4 

Letters and Vowels  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels 

Complex activity: 

 



 

Linguistics Pupils:  

Myself:  Reading on 

myself 
 

 

correctly, Forming words: less use 

of alien words and English words  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking role play: Tell about 

yourself  

 Listening:  Story telling: – GmuMfI 
SyrnI  

 

 HAPS: Building understanding 

through reading : describing 

oneself : conjugate verb and 

declension  of  adjectives  

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing 

words: 10/15 blends 

Encourage words from 

memory as students are 

familiar with more letters and 

vowels  

 MAPS: Using same words in 

simple sentences: Extension   

 Reading words   

 HAPS: Reading and 

analysing text  

 Extracting information and 

answering questions 

 Familiarise with topic related 

vocab 

 

6 NL Pupils:  Level 5 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

Myself: Building on 

extended writing  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels correctly, 

forming words: Less use of alien words 

and English words  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking: picture activity: What I like 

to do 

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Using singular, plural, masculine 

and feminine structure correctly when 

describing oneself 

 

Complex activity: 

 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends Encourage words 

from memory as students are 

familiar with more letters and 

vowels  

 Using same words in simple 

sentences 

 MAPS: Use words in compound 

sentences using and only 

Extension 

 Reading words   

 HAPS: BLOG ON MYSELF Use 

knowledge from the previous 

lesson and  build on extended 

writing, word limit  40 to 150 in 

Present tense, to challenge to do 

an example of past tense ( 



essential) and future tense within 

the writing ( optional) 

7 Recap/reteach Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 

Mini test on vocab, speaking and listening  

 

 

  

 

8 Autumn 

T2 
NL Pupils:  Level 6 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My Family Tree:  

Reading for 

understanding 

structure of writing 

and keywords to be 

used  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test:  12 words  

 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words:  Real words  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking picture activity: Describing family  

 Listening: Listening song: Gurdas Mann 

ipMf dIAW glIAW  
HAPS: Reading for understanding, key words 

to be used for describing others 

Complex activity: 

 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends  

 MAPS: Using same words in simple 

sentences: Extension   

 Reading words   

 HAPS: Reading and analysing text  

 Extracting information and answering 

questions 

 Familiarise with  topic related vocab 

9 NL Pupils:  Level 7 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My Family: Write an 

extended piece 

about My family 

using all tenses.  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels correctly, 

forming words:  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking role play: Talking to a family 

member who lives abroad 

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

HAPS: How to extend/ expand writing  

Complex activity: 

 

LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends 

 MAPS: Using same words in 

simple sentences: Extension: 

Compound sentences using 

because   

 Reading words   

 HAPS: LETTER TO A PEN PAL 

ABOUT MY FAMILY Use 

knowledge from the previous 

lesson to build on extended 



writing, word limit  40 to 150 All  

tenses  

10 NL Pupils:  Level 8 

Letters and Vowels  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  :  

My Family : 

Building on 

extended writing, 

using all tenses : To 

use future 

conditional  Agr, 
jy, jykr 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels correctly, 

forming words:  

 Reading : Words blended  

 Speaking: picture activity:  Family 

around dining table  

 Listening: story telling nklI qoqw 
 HAPS: Consolidate the use of future 

conditional tense correctly  

 

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends Encourage words 

from memory as students are 

familiar with more letters and 

vowels  

 MAPS: Using same words in 

simple sentences: Extension: 

Compound sentences using 

because   

 Reading words   

 HAPS: MY FAMILY’S FUTURE 

PLANS : Use knowledge from the 

previous lesson to build on 

extended writing, word limit  40 

to 150 in all tenses  

11 NL Pupils:  Letters 

and Vowels 

Revision Lesson, all 

levels, focus on 

sentence building  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

How to plan an 

extended writing  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Letter formation, vowel formation, 

sounds, placing the vowels 

correctly, forming words  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Speaking role play: discussing 

What to cook for dinner   

 Listening: song Boot Polishan 

(Gurdaas Maan) 

 HAPS: How best to plan an extended writing 

on my family , how to reach maximum words 

i.e. 150 words  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  REVISE 

LETTERS AND VOWELS, USE 

GAMES  

 

 MAPS:  RECAP HOW TO USE 

WORDS IN SENTENCES  

 HAPS:  REVISING, RECAPING 

AND PLANNING FOR THE 

TEST  

12  Recap, revise, re teach    Recap and reteach lesson  on autumn 1  

13 Assessment of Learning  Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

End of half term test to see progression  

 

 LAPS AND MAPS:  ASSESSMENT 

Checking knowledge and skills to form 

letters, sounds, blending letters, 



Speaking Test:  5 structure and differentiated 

questions on family (Teacher to draft and set 

as HW in the previous lesson) 

 

To record and share via google classroom 

 

 

extension: use blended words in simple 

to compound sentences  

HAPS: Extended writing ON MY FAMILY 

showing use of adjectives, correct 

endings, and three tenses, future 

conditional tense   

SHORT paragraph reading:  

comprehension  on family 

90 TO 150 WORDS  

13 DIRT  Dedicated Improvement and Reflection time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

Reflection, comparing and contrasting, 

evaluation, improving  

 

Mukta words as Christmas holidays 

HW 

 

14 
NL Pupils:  

Common greetings 

and basic 

introduction 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

Write a dialogue 

between 2 people 

introducing 

themselves.  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap vocabulary from myself and 

introduce common greetings and 

simple questions asked when meeting 

someone for the first time. Write key 

words/phrases/sentences to introduce 

oneself.  

 Reading: Dialogue between Gurpal 

and Manpreet.  

 Pair: speak: share: introducing oneself  

 Listening: Story telling: Syr qy cUhw 

 HAPS: Writing a dialogue.   

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing 10 – 15 

words and phrases 

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: Write a dialogue using 

greetings and questions between 2 

students in their class meeting each 

other for the first time.  

90 TO 150 WORDS  

15 Spring 

T1 
NL Pupils:   No 

vowel mukta words  

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds, letter formation and blending 

to  form mukta words  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Picture Description: Bedroom  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  



Linguistics Pupils:  

Write about My 

house 

 

 

 

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Writing in paragraphs about My 

House 

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: DESCRIPTIVE MY House 

Writing in paragraphs: Work on 

opener paragraph in the essay to hit 

all three tenses    

90 TO 150 WORDS  

16 NL Pupils: aa vowel 

Kanna words  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

Write about My 

Room 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds,  vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Picture Description: Bedroom 

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Writing in Paragraphs  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS : Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences 

  HAPS: DESCRIPTIVE MY ROOM 

Writing in paragraphs: Work on 

opener paragraph in the essay to hit 

all three tenses    

 

90 TO 150 WORDS  

17 NL Pupils: I and ee 

vowels,  sihari and 

bihari words 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

The most favourite 

room in the house 

and why 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds, vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Picture description:  Ideal Room   

Listening:  Story telling: jwdUeI cUhw 
 

 HAPS: Writing in Paragraphs about My 

favourite room 

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: THE MOST FAVOURITE 

ROOM IN THE HOUSE Writing in 

paragraphs: Work on paragraph 

openers AND POSITIVE OPINION     

90 TO 150 WORDS 

 



SET a Piece of HW for Marking and 

DIRT for the last week 

18 NL Pupils:  o and au 

vowels,  hora and 

kanaura words  

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My least favourite 

room in the house 

and why 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds,   vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Pair; Talk; Share: Shabby room 

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Writing in Paragraphs : 

Describing a least favourite room in 

the house, giving negative opinion 

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: THE LEAST FAVOURITE 

ROOM IN THE HOUSE Writing in 

paragraphs: Work on how to GIVE 

NAGATIVE OPINION justify opinion 

effectively    90 TO 150 WORDS  

 

19 Recap/revise/reteach  

 

 

 Cover unit  as taught   

20 Spring 

T2 
NL Pupils:   ai and 

ee  vowel, laan and 

dulaan words 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My school 

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds, vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Pair: speak: share: Talking about school  

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 HAPS: Writing in paragraphs:  

Describing your school, compare and 

contrast with primary school to 

incorporate past tense  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS:  BLOG ON MY SCHOOL  90 

TO 150 WORDS Reteach: Writing in 

paragraphs: Work on opener 

paragraph in the essay to hit all three 

tenses    

 

 21 NL Pupils:   u and 

oo vowel, aunkar 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds, vowel formation, sounds, 

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   



and dulainkar 

words 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My favourite 

Teacher  

 

 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel 

 Reading: Words blended  

 Discussion: favourite teacher in school   

 Listening: story telling ipAwsw kW 

: :  

 HAPS: Writing in paragraphs 

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: EMAIL YOUR FAVOURITE 

TEACHER, TELL HER/HIM WHY?  90 

TO 150 WORDS  Reteach: Writing in 

paragraphs: Work on opener 

paragraph in the essay to hit all three 

tenses    

 

22  NL Pupils:  Nasal 

vowel bindi and 

tippee words 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My classroom  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds,   vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading : Words blended  

 Picture Description: Panjabi classroom  

 Listening:  song by Waris brothers: 

Paani da satkaar kro: Respect water  

 Writing in Paragraphs : Describe your Panjabi 

classroom  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 MAPS: Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS:  COMPARE AND CONTRAST 

YOUR PANJABI CLASSROOM 

YOU’RE YOUR ENGLISH 

CLASSROOM 90 TO 150 WORDS 

Reteach: Writing in paragraphs: 

Work on paragraph openers    

 

23  NL Pupils:   Adhak 

vowel adhak words 

 

Linguistics Pupils:  

My school 

Gurdwara 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds, vowel formation, sounds, 

placing the vowels correctly, forming 

words with the given vowel  

 Reading: Words blended  

 Picture description:   Gurdwara Sahib   

 Listening: Song - Roti (Gurdaas Maan) 

 HAPS: Writing in Paragraphs : 

Describing school Gurdwara  

Complex activity: 

 LAPS and MAPS:  Writing words: 

10/15 blends, SIMPLE SENTENCES   

 Using same words to make 

compound sentences using only and 

/because, Extension: Give opinion  

 Reading words   and sentences  

 HAPS: COMPARE AND CONTRAST 

YOUR SCHOOL GURDWARA WITH 



YOUR LOCAL GURDWARA, 90 TO 

150 WORDS   

 Reteach: Writing in paragraphs: 

Work on how to justify opinion 

effectively    

 

 

 

24 Assessment of Learning  Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

End of half term test to see progression  

 

 

Speaking Test:  5 structure and differentiated 

questions on My school ( Teacher to draft and 

set as HW in the previous lesson) 

 

To record and share via google classroom 

 

LAPS AND MAPS:  ASSESSMENT 

Checking knowledge and skills to form 

letters, sounds, blending letters, 

extension: use blended words in simple 

to compound sentences  

HAPS: Extended writing  ON MY 

SCHOOL showing use of adjectives, 

correct endings, and three tenses, future 

conditional tense, opener paragraph, 

paragraph openers, justification of 

opinion, idiom    

Small paragraph reading:  

comprehension  on school  

25 DIRT  Dedicated Improvement and Reflection time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

Reflection, comparing and 

contrasting, evaluation, improving  

 

Listening: Maa Boli Punjabi short movie 

2018 

26 Summer 

T1 
Masculine/Feminine   

Revisiting Themes 

for speaking:  

Speaking Theme: 

Myself I am  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Masculine and feminine rules  

 Change verbs from masculine to 

feminine  

 See how sentence changes  

 Reading on myself : All level  

Grammar rule for masculine and feminine  

At word level 

Complex activity: 

LAPS: Change verbs from masculine 

and feminine and the vice versa, use 

verbs  in simple sentences  

  

MAPS: Change verbs from masculine 

and feminine and the vice versa, use 



 Speaking: Three sentences about 

myself    

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

Becoming a fluent reader, Speaking: only I am  

 Building word knowledge through 

vocab tests  

 

verbs in compound sentences, use 

and, because and but  

 

HAPS:    Use only feminine verbs like 

krdI, jWdI, dyKdI,  and write up your 

mother’s daily routine, 40 to 90 words  

Keep masculine verbs for HW to describe 

fathers’ routine  

 

27 Singular/Plural  

Speaking Theme: 

Myself My name is  

 

 

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Singular and plural rules  

 Change verbs from singular to plural   

 See how sentence changes  

 Reading: myself  

 Speaking: Three sentences about 

myself   using my name is   

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

Becoming a fluent reader, Speaking: only my 

name is,  Building word knowledge through 

vocab tests  

 

 

 

 

Complex activity: 

LAPS: Change words from singular to 

plural , use words  in simple sentences  

  

MAPS: Change verbs from singular to 

plural , use verbs in compound 

sentences, use and, because and but  

 

HAPS:    Use only plural verbs like krdy, 
jWdy, dyKdy,  and write up an imaginative 

daily routine of your teacher, 40 to 90 

words  

 

Keep singular verbs for HW to describe 

their own daily routine   

 

 

28 Nouns   

Speaking Theme: 

Family  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Nouns: 

Singular/plural/masculine/feminine  

 How to determine noun in a sentence?   

Complex activity: 

LAPS:  Spotting and labelling 

masculine and feminine nouns, use 

nouns in simple sentences  

  



  See how sentence changes  

 Reading Family  

 Photo-card: Family picture   

 Listening: story telling: culwk ku~kV   

MAPS: spotting and labelling 

masculine and feminine nouns and use 

nouns in compound sentences, use 

and, because and but  

 

HAPS:   Expanded noun phrases 

worksheet, describe each noun with an 

adjective   

 

  

29 Pronouns   

Speaking Theme: 

Friends 

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 pronouns: 

Singular/plural/masculine/feminine  

 How to determine which pronoun in a 

sentence?   

 See how sentence changes  

 Reading Friends  

 Photo-card: Friends picture   

 Listening:  Story telling : do kIVIAW 
 

Complex activity: 

LAPS:  Selecting and collating M,F, 

MP, FP, pronouns  in simple sentences 

  

MAPS:  Selecting and collating M,F, 

MP, FP, pronouns  in simple sentences 

in compound sentences, use and, 

because and but  

 

HAPS:   Poetry: Using pronouns, write 

a short poem using different 

pronouns, model poem to be given by 

the teacher  

 

 

30 Endings   

Speaking Theme 

:House  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 12 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 hW, hY, hn, ho, sI, sn  

 How to determine which ending in a 

sentence?  

 Reading: House   

 Pair;Talk;Share:  My house : 3 

sentences    

Complex activity: 

LAPS:   Using correct endings for the 

given pronouns: simple sentences 

  

MAPS:  Using correct endings for the 

given pronouns in compound 

sentences, use and, because and but  

 



 Listening: Song – Gurmukhi da beta 

(Satinder Sartaj) 

 

HAPS:   Rhyming phrases: Using 

different pronouns, sentence endings 

and rhyming nouns.  

 

31  Revise/recap and re 

teach  

 Focus on the unit taught   

32 Summer 

T2 
Adjectives  

Speaking Theme : 

School  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 16 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Adjective:  common and high order 

adjectives 

Singular/plural/masculine/feminine/ 

adjectives   

 Reading: School   

 Photo-card: School picture    

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 

Complex activity: 

 

LAPS:  Selecting and collating M,F, 

MP, FP, adjectives, use   in simple 

sentences 

  

MAPS:  Selecting and collating M,F, 

MP, FP, adjectives use in compound 

sentences, use and, because and but  

 

HAPS:   Describe a picture in 40 words 

, teacher to provide a picture 

 

33 Verbs /adverbs   

Speaking Theme : 

subjects  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 16 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Verbs and adverbs: present/past, 

future, (masculine and feminine form)  

 Reading: Subjects  

 Pair; Talk; Share: Which subjects you 

like/dislike and why   

 Listening: Meh Punjbai boli ah (Jaz 

Dhami) 

 

Complex activity: 

LAPS:  Selecting and collating verbs in 

different tenses and using adverbs 

with the verb in simple sentences  

  

MAPS:  Selecting and collating M,F, 

MP, FP  verbs , using adverbs with the 

verbs in compound sentences, use 

and, because and but  

 

HAPS:   Use verbs and adverbs to 

narrate school routine  

 

34 Prepositions /Post 

positions  

Weekly recap and vocab test: 16 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

Complex activity: 

LAPS:   Understanding and using 

correct post positions in simple 



Speaking Them : 

classroom   

 

 

 dw/dI/dIAW/dy, nUM, nwl, ny,  
 au`pr, Q`ly, AMdr, bwhr, kol, iv`ckwr, 

iv`c 
 Reading: classroom   

 Photo-card: Classroom  

 Listening: Story telling: ikswn dI iksmq 
 

sentences, sentences to be given by 

the teacher  

  

MAPS: Understanding and using 

correct post positions in compound 

sentences, sentences to be given by 

the teacher  

 

 

HAPS:   Translation: English to Panjabi, 

focusing on pre and post positions  

 

35 Interrogatives:   

Speaking Theme: 

School routine  

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 16 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 ikhVw, ikhVy, kdoN, kOx, ikvyN, iks nwl, 
kI, ik`Qy 

 Reading:  School routine    

 Discussion:   using openers such as 

first of all, then, later on, after this, in 

the end, discuss your school routine  

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 

Complex activity: 

 

All class activity:  Writing questions  

 

Write questions using all interrogatives,  

to be used as HW,  swap as HW and 

answer each other’s questions   

36 Tenses  

Speaking Theme: 

What to change in 

school  

 

 

Weekly recap and vocab test: 16 words 

 Recap letters especially hard and soft 

sounds and vowels   

 Past, present, future, future conditional 

 Reading:  chuMdw/chuMdI    
 Pair; Talk; Share: Suggest changes in 

school   

 Listening: 5 sentences based around 

vocab of the week  

 

Complex activity: 

LAPS:  Using three tenses in simple 

sentences   

  

MAPS: Using three tenses in 

compound sentences  

 

 

HAPS:   Descriptive writing: Describe 

scenes in the picture, use four tenses, 



adding additional future conditional 

tense   

 

37 Assessment  Assessment of Learning  

 

Short Presentation on a given theme: to be 

recorded and shared via GC  

Assessment: Weekly recap and vocab 

test 

End of half term test to see progression  

 

 

 

38 DIRT DIRT  

Dedicated Improvement and Reflection time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase 

Dedicated Improvement and Reflection 

time  

Recap  

Evaluate  

Clarify misconceptions  

Ready for the next phase  

39 Listening: All  

A movie Review  

Assa nu Maan 

Vatna da  

 

30 mins :  

Watching a Panjabi Film as recommended by 

AQA and in syllabus for A Levels  

Complex activity: 

Listening, understanding, analysing, 

and interpreting information in the 

film 

Why we need to take pride in our 

homeland:  Panjab 

Discussions  

Writing movie review in English as HW 

Watch rest of the movie in the holidays  

 

40   Movie Assa nu 

maan Vatna da  

To continue from lesson 39  

 

 The Grammar then is re-taught during topic lessons in year 8 


